Fidos™

For static groups

(1) Eating area
(2) Resting area
(3) Activity area

FIDOS™ is an exclusive Roxell® product.
ROXELL reserves the right to make modifications to improve its products or systems, without prior notification.

Your ROXELL Service Point: 

ROXELL reserves the right to make modifications to improve its products or systems, without prior notification.
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**Fidos™**

**3**

**Natural tranquility with a unique circulating concept**

- Sows leaving the station form no obstruction for the waiting sows.
- Clear zones are partitioned off with areas for resting, eating, activity and separation.
- Easy visual control for the sow grower.
- Warning of loss of ear tag and separation of the sow concerned.
- Accurate sow heat detection.

**1**

**Individual and accurate feeding**

- A reliable automatic feeding process.
- The exact portion of the right feed type per sow.
- Individual control and automatic registration of the feeding information per sow.

**2**

**Automated and reliable system**

- Embedded PC with web-based interface for easy operation.
- Control and service through Ethernet and internet. Worldwide accessibility (up to 3 users at a time!).
- Solid construction.
- 5 year warranty on the ear tags!
Fidos™ for dynamic groups
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